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I. Introduction

General Mils, Inc. appreciates the opportty to provide a post-hearg brief in the above-
referenced matter. As our testimony indicated durg the hearg, General Mils is an integrl

par of the da value chai, and we value our relationship with America's da producers. We
believe tht maintaing the sttus quo with respet to the fluid mi product defintion offers the
most effcient and equitable way to move forward together, in which manufacters can innovate
in a predictable, stable reguatory environment to meet consumer demand for the wide aray of

, dai products, resulting in growt that benefits both processors and producers alike.

General Mils believes that the U.S. Departent of Agrcultue (USDA) Agrcultual Marketing
Service (AMS) should maintain the status quo and should not make any changes to the fluid milk
product defition at this time. We do not believe the producer associations that initially
requested changes to the fluid milk product definition, the peinent pars of whch have been in
place for over 30 year, have produced sufcient justification in the hearg record for adopting
their protein proposals.

If AMS believes that some change is waranted basd on the hearg record, then AMS should
exclude ITom the fluid mi product defintion all yogu-containig products that contain at leat

20 percent yogurt that meets the stdard of identif for yogu (hereinafer "yogur smoothes'').

Simply put, we believe that there is incontrovertible, substatial evidence in the record that these

products are food products that should be classifed as such; they are not beverage products that
compete with or substitute for fluid milk. Furhemmore, there is no substtial evidence in the
recordto support any other change in the fluid milk defition or its application with respet to
these products.

General Mils would not oppose a conversion of the curent 6.5 percent nonfat milk solids
exception to a protein stdard, so long as the conversion preserves the sttus quo. If AMS
shoiidadopta 2.2 or2.25 percent standard, then whey should not be iic1uded in the protein
calculation. IfAMSincludeswheyinthe calculation, then a higher level of protein is needed to
pröxIIatethesttus quo. If whey is to be included,.General Mills proposes a2.8 percent protein
stadard,jpsfbelow the protein level of the stadard of identif for milk, as an objective means
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stdard, AMSshould exclude from the 
fluid milk product defiiitionyagurt smoothesthat meet

the protein stadard for the same reasons set forthabove-yogurt smoothesarea foo product
and donotcompefewith fluid milk. .



II. Legal and Regulatory Framework

A. History and Purpose of Fluid Milk Product Definition

The Agrcultual Marketing Agreement Act requires that milk be classified "in accordance with
the form in which or the purose for which it is used."i In this regard, the fluid milk product
defition has been used to define which products will be Class 1. The fudaenta concept that
AMS has applied in defig Class I products is that dair products that "compete with, or
substitute for" fluid milk should be classified as Class i.2 Simply put, by classifyng products
that compete for consumers with fluid milk as Class I, the fluid milk product defition is

intended to ensure that dair producers get their shar of 
value ITom the marketplace.

Withi the context of this framework, AMS has applied a number of factors that differentiate
fluid milk products from other products, includig but not limited to storabilty, shelf 

life,

serving sizes, percentage of nonfat milk solids, packagg, and the loction at which products are
. processed and the area over which they are distrbuted. AMS has also looked at issues lie

, health requirements and price elasticity compared to fluid milk.

For example, in 1945, AMS included flavored milk, flavored milk dri, and buttermil as

Class I because "(t)hese products are disposed of in a form and for a use more nearly similar to
the form and use of fluid milk than any other milk product.,,3 Similarly, filled milk was included
in 1969, when AMS noted that it is "mainy intended as a beverage substitute" and that it "is
clearly marketed for the sae use as whole milk. .. and is, in fact, designed as a substitute for
whole milk.',4 Sterilized milk was made Class I in a 1974 decision, where USDA stated that'
"(sterilized milk products) are generally intended for use in place of their unterized
counterars and are competing for the same consumers."s

Just as products that compete with fluid milk are included in the fluid milk product definition,
those products that do not compete with fluid milk are excluded ITom Class I. 

Thus, since 1974,

the fluid milk product defition has excluded products that contain 
less than 6.5 percent nonfat

milk solids because "... fluid products containig only a minal amount of nonfat milk 
solids

ar not considered as being in the competitive sphere of the traditional milk beverages.,,6 Whle
USDA made some mior changes to the defition in the early 1990s, USDA decided agait
makng changes to the 6.5 percent defition as recently 

as the late 1990s.7

1 7 ns.e. § 608c (5)(a).

258 Fed. Reg. 12634,12658 (MrchS, 1993).

310 Fed. Reg. 13315, 13321 (October 26, 1945).

434 Fed. Reg. 11811 auly 15, 1969).

539Fed~ Reg. 9012, 9014-9015 ((v1ãï:ee--7, 1974).
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6 Id. at 9015.

7 63 
Fed. Reg. 4802,4924



AMS also considered the classificaton of yogu smoothes in the early 1990s. At that time,
AMS determed these products to be Class I, essentially on the basis that they "clearly are
intended to be consumed as beverages and are packaged as beverage milk products.,,8 Despite
evidence that these products do not compete with fluid milk, that they are more price sensitive
tha fluid milk, and that production is done by a small number of plants and product is shipped

over great distaces, unike fluid milk, AMS used the descriptive term of "drable" and
"spoonable" to identify the form and use of products. Thus, AMS decided that, "because of (its)
characteristics as ( a) beverage milk product,. . . liquid yogu should be considered Class 1.,,9

Since that time, the record of this heag demonstrates that yogu smoothies are curently being

classified as Class I and as Class II products, depending on whether they meet the 6.5 nonfat
milk solids exception. As noted below, USDA must make its decision in ths matter based on the
record developed at ths hearg, and the record plaiy contas substatial evidence and
reasonig to classify all yogu smoothes that contain at least 20 percent yogu as Class II food
products, regardless of the level of nonfat milk solids or protein that they may contain.

B. AMS' Decision Must Be Supported By Substantial Evidence and Be In
Accordance With Its Longstanding Interpretation of Form and Use

As a general matter, AMS's factu findings with respect to the fluid milk product defition
must be based on the record developed at the hearng and its decision must be supported by
substatial evidence in the record, i.e. "such relevant evidence as a reasonable mind might accept
as adequate to support aconccusion."io Moreover, "(t)he conceptual, theoretical, and/or
hypothetical does not constitute substatial evidence.~'ll

In addition, it is well-established that agencies must follow their long-stading interpretation of
laws and regulations, or provide a "reasoned analysis" and "adequate data;' ftom the record
justifyg a deparure from precedent. 12

III. ,Summary of the Record

The record demonstrates that the producer organtions, including but not limited to the Dai
Farers of America (DF A) and the National Milk Producers Federation (NMPF), requested that
AMS initiate rulemakg to modify the fluid milk product defition pricipally if not

exclusively to address the issue of carbohydrate ftee or low carbohydrate milk (hereinafer
"lôw/no carbmilk';). These products are alleged to have all or most of the lactosè removed and

.8 56 Fed. Reg. 58972,58991 (Noveeber 22, 1991).

958.Eed. Reg. at12657.

10 úhigh VaJIf FarmeTJp. BJode, 640 p.supp. 1497, 1503(1986) ~citatio!ls omitted).

11 Id. at 1512

12Id. at 1517, citi Natural Resouras Defnse COtncil v. U.S.E.P A., 790 F 21ld. 289, 298 (3d ci. 1986).
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other milk proteins added, with the end result being a product that could fall below the 6.5
percent nonfat milk solids stdard and thus be classified as Class II.

DF A and NMF presented evidence that they believed demonstrates that low/no carb milk is
packaged, sold, and used by consumers in place of fluid milk, including data frm NPD and IR
that purorted to show that consumers buy the low/no carb milk instead of fluid milk.
Thoughout their testiony, NMPF, DF A and their advocates repeatedly focused on the alleged
competition and substitution between fluid milk and low/no carb milk to support their clai tht

the 6.5 percent nonfat milk solids exclu~ion should be trformed into a 2.25 percent protein

stadard.

NMF, for example, claimed that the Carb Countdown product is clearly designed to be simlar
in form and use to fluid milk and introduced into evidence two market studies in support of its
claim that Carb Countdown is a market substtute for milk.13 NMF also argued that Carb
Countdown is "used for the same typs of things that reguar milk is used. . ." and that "purchases
ofCarb Countdown had ...replace(d) purchase of 

regular milk.,,14

Proposal 7 (hereinafter the ''protein proposal" or "Proposal 7") would convert the 6.5 percent
nonfat milk solids stadard to a 2.25 percent protein standard, and would include whey in the
protein calculation, which is not included in calculating the nonfat milk solids stadard in the
existig regulations. With respect to the need for the protein proposal, the record contais a
varety of conflcting and confsing statements. Proponents regularly cite as its justification that
the curent system prices all nonfat milk solids the same, despite the fact that the solids have
different prices in the market. 

is However, proponents also admit the protein proposal would not .

change how protein or other solids are priced under milk marketig orders.16

In addition, the record is fudaentaly unclear with respect to how Proposal 7 would actully be
implemented. For example, it is ambiguous how dr versus wet whey would be priced and
upcharged,17 and how sweet and acid whey would be treated.1S It is unclear ifall whey is
excluded ITom the upchage, uness it is for fortification i.e. exceeds the milk equivalent level of
protein, in which case it mayor may not be upcharged.19 It is also diffcult to discern how
products that contain a mix of whey and other protein would be treated for puroses of

13 Transcript of Hearg on Class I Fluid Mi Product Defition ("Record"), at 157.

14 Id at 191.

15 Id at 66-67, 152-153, 504-505. S~e, for example, the Dai Fancrs of America (DFA) testiony onp.66-67, NMPF
testiony on pp. 152-153 as well as DF A Counsel's cross examation of Drew Davis, American Beverage Assoction,
pp. 504-505.

16 Idat 90-9L

17 Id.at 283-285,289.

18 See generaly e.g. 267-277, 418-420.
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determg which portion of the product is for fortfication and which portion is withi the 100
percent milk equivalent level.20

Proponents also testified inconsistently about the impact of the protein proposaL. DF A testified
before NMF and stated that it (DF A) produced products that would change classification if
Proposal 7 were adopted?l Subsequently, NMF testified on a number of occasions that it was
unaware of any product that would move ITom Class n to Class I ifProl?sal 7 were adopted.22
Proponents also attempt to portay Proposal 7 as an accounting change, 3 despite the fact that it
would change a reguation that ha existed for over thirt year by movig ITom a NFMS
stadard to a protein stadard that includes whey in the calculation.24

With respect to yogu, the data submitted by USDA establishes that some yogu containg
products are Class I, while other such products are Class n. The Class n products fall below the
6.5 percent nonfat milk solids exclusion to th fluid milk product defition. If 

Proposal 7 is

adopted, at least one such product would move from Class n to Class 1.25

The record contains a wide varety of evidence demonstrating that these products are
fudamentally different than fluid milk in terms of form and use. General Mils presented
detaled evidence about how its yogu smoothe products are used by consumers as food
products and how they compete with other food products, not with fluid milk?6 . For example,
extensive consumer data was provided showing how consumers eat yogu smoothies on their

own as a snack, whereas milk is viewed and used as a complement to a meal.27 In fact, when
asked if he is famliar with yogu smoothes, one witness for DFA stated that in his family,
"they eat them.,,28 In addition, nearly all of the growt in the yogu smoothie category comes

ITom other yogu purchases, not ITom fluid milk purchases, a finding that is corroborated by the
Danon testimony.29 None of the General Mills evidence was rebutted or contradicted by any
specific evidence in the record.

20 ¡d..

21 ¡d. at 93.

22 Id at 150, 244245.

23 ¡d. at 219.

24 ¡d. at 151

25 Id at 764.

26 Ste_g~?era1l,_-G-~ílera1lvfi5 T esti~o:ny, pp~732~ 757, p~~cu1a.y 7 69-7 ~8~

27 Id. at 744-745.

28 Id.at 99.

29 Id. a1743, 684685
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Simlarly, Danon provided specifc evidence outlig a wide range of differences between its
yogu-contaning products and fluid milk, including but not limted to tate, text, flavor, live
and active cultues, packaging, production, distrbution, shelf life, and price elasticity, as well as
providing evidence with respect to how consumers use the products as food, not as beverages.
3~one ofDanon's evidence was rebuted or contradicted by any specifc evidence in the

record.

Indeed, the NMPF testimony simply presumes that yogu smoothes compete with flavored
milk without any specific evidence to support ths proposition, such as market data
demonstrating that consumers buy yogu-contang products inead of 

fluid milk?! For
example, even though NMPF purorted to submit cert market data with respect to low carb
milk, it did not introduce any evidence that consumers buy yogu smoothes instead of fluid
milk or use yogu smoothies for the same puroses as fluid mi. 32

Proponents of the protein proposal claim that dairy proteins provide the most characteristic
attbutes of nutrtion, flavorig, and textu of da products, but failed to provide any specific

, evidence demonstrating these assertons?3 A wide aray of evidence was introduced with respect

to how yogu is the principal or characterizing ingredient of yogu smoothies, and how each
yogu smoothie contains live and active cultues, a varety of non-daiy ingredients, and is
unquely fommulated to meet specific market sectors.34

In addition, a number of witnesses, including product manufacturers, economist, whey
producers, and dair producers, testified that Proposal 7 would hur the dair industr's abilty to

compete with other non-dairy proteins since the protein proposal would have the effect of by
increasing the cost to manufactuers and consumers of products that contain dairy proteins.
Cornells economic model suggests that substitution of non-dairy proteins will hur producer
revenues,35 and others testified how the increased price of dairy and the complexity of dairy
regulation wil lead product manufactuers to look for and use other sources of protein. 36

In this regard, specific evidence was provided demonstrating that whey protein provides much
less nutrtional benefit than nonfat dr milk, and that whey is used as a protein supplement that
can be replaced by other non-da proteins.37 Witnesses testified tht the use of soy proteins is

30 See generaly pp. 647-690.

31 Id. at 263-264.

32Id. at 301-302

33Id. at 82-83.
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35 !d. at578

36 Id.at972, 974-975,983.

37Id. at748~750



growing substtially faster than the growth of dai products/8 and evidence was introduced

into the regarding a yogu product that is using soy protein, as well as the development of other
non-dary proteins for use in previously dairy dominated products. 39

Finally, other than genera assertions that the curent system is not fuctionig properly to
classifY products because it classifies all nonft milk solids equally, there is no economic
evidence or analysis in the record that demonstrates a problem with the operation of the curent
fluid milk product defition that would wart changes at ths tÌme, or that Proposal 7 would in
fact fi any such problems. As a result, a number of witnesses; including General Mils, called
for such analysis before any action is taen.

IV. USDA Should Maintain The Current Fluid Mil Product Definition As Proponents
. Failed to Present Suffcient Evidence To Warrant The Modification of A Long-
Standing Regulatory Provision

The fluid milk product defintion has included the 6.5 percent nonfat milk solids exclusion since
the 1974 decision that established the foundation for the curent classification regime. As
recently as 1998-99 in the Federal Milk Marketing Order (FMMO) reform, USDA declined to
make any changes to the 6.5 percent stadard. The exclusion of whey ITom the 6.5 percent

calculation has similarly existed for over 30 years.

Given ths longstading regulatory provision, as well as USDA's relatively recent review in
FMMO refomm, proponents and AMS bear a heavy burden to justifY a change to the 6.5 percent
stadard. Any change by USDA must be based on a reasoned analysis and supported by
adequate data in the record. With respect to Proposal 7, an objective assessment of 

the record
demonstrates that there is insufcient evidence for USDA to move forward.

Proponents claim that the curent system is broken because it treats all solids the same, despite
the fact that they have different market values. However, Proposal 7 will not change the pricing
provisions for any solids, only the manner in which products are deteed to be fluid milk

products. Ifthe pricing scheme for proteins would not change under milk marketing orders, then

the arguent claiming that different prices in the marketplace justifY the conversion to a protein
stadard does not hold any water.

Moreover, proponents of the protein proposal also gave inconsistent testimony about how
Proposal 7 would actully be applied to varous types of mik proteins and products, such as wet
versus dried whey as well as how fortification with whey and other proteins would be handled.
Basd on the record, it is diffcult to see how the protein proposal could be consistently and
trsparently applied to the wide rage of products on the market.

7

38 Seepp. 457,459
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Proponents also gave contradictory testimony regarding the impact of Proposa 7 on
classification of current products, despite the fact that it is clear that at leas some products would
change classes if Proposal 7 were adopted.

In paricular, at least one yogur smoothe would move ITom Class II to Class I if 
Proposal 7 is

adopted. Given the evidence in the record in support of makng yogurt smoothes ClaSs II, it
would be an indefensible outcome for AMS to adopt a protein stadard with such an impact.

It is clear that this proceeding is not based upon any fudamenta problem with the curent fluid
milk product defintion and classification regie. Rather than being aimed at correctig an
underlying problem with the curent regulatory ITamework, ths entie proceedg is tageted at

captug a product that producers fear may be able to compete with fluid milk at potentially
lower Class II prices, the low-carb milk.

We believe that this is an insuffcient basis for changig a regulatory provision that has existed
, for over 30 years. Absent substtial evidence in the record of a fudaental problem with the

curent regime, as well as evidence that the proposed change wil fix the problem, USDA does
not have a suffcient basis for moving forward.

. If USDA does not maitain the statu quo and believes some action is necessar based on the
record in this proceeding, then USDA should first conduct an economic analysis that evaluates
how the varous products and proteins at issue are competing in the marketplace and analyzes
exactly how each proposal for reform of the fluid milk product defition would impact the
market for dair products and dair ingredients. USDA should publish ths analysis for public
review and comment before it taes any other action in ths matter. The record is simply too
unclear to support a change to the protein stadad at ths time.

In fact, as demonstrated below, the only issue that is clear in the record is that yogu smoothes
are fudamentally different in fomm and use ITom fluid milk, that they compete with and
substitute for other food products, not fluid milk, and that they should be clasified as Class II
products.

v. USDA Should Exçlude Yogurt Smoothies From the Fluid Milk Product Def"inition

As noted above, in the early 1990s, AMS considered the classification of yogu smoothies. At
thattime, AMS used the descriptive terms of "drnkable" and "spoonab1e" to identify the fonn
and use of the products, and determined these products to be Class' I, essentially on the basis that
they "clearly are intended to be consumed as beverages and are packaged as beverae milkproducts.,,4o .
4456Fed.Reg.58972, 58991 (N9vember22, 1991).

42 rntbsregad, sinplybecause yogu smootbes are'both Class I and Class II does notmean tlatthe dassifcatioii .

system is nQt work. Rather, it demonstrtes tht thematet is work fie, and that c9mpames are fonnuJati

dierent products to meet dierentiraret segmeets, on both sides of the clssicationIie. If AM believes that al

yogu smoothes should beclassied the same, then it must classi them as ClassIIfoodpröducts,in accordace with
the~ubstantial ~vidence in the record with respect to thei form and use. .
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AMS mus make its decision on the basis of the evidence in ths record, not on the basis of
presumptions, or on the record from the earlier proceeing. A review of the record in ths matter
demonstrates that yogu-contag products tht contain at least 20 percent yogu are
produced, distrbuted, marketed, and used by consumers as food products, not as beverages.
They compete with and substitute for other food products, not fluid mil. In ths regard, it

should be noted tht the requirement that yogu smoothies conta at least 20 percent yogu that
meets the stadard of identity in order to be Class II will protect the integrty of fluid milk
market. As a result of ths requirement, products that conta mostly milk and only a small
amount of yogu, or products like buttennlk or eggnog, would continue to be Class I under the
fluid milk product defintion

There is virtlly no evidence in the record that contrdicts the extensive and specifc evidence
introduced at the hearng regarding these issues. In short, there is substantial evidence and
reasonig in the record that compels the conclusion that yogu smoothes are food products.
Accordingly, AMS should exclude these products ITom the fluid milk product defintion and
classify them as Class II.

A. The Market Has Changed Substantially Since 1993-1994

The record demonstrates that there have been a wide varety of changes in the market since
USDA last determned that yogu-contanig products should be Class 1. There has been
tremendous growth in the number and tyes of products that ar 'being produced and marketed,
all of which are geared towards varous markets, such as meal replacemens, low carb, children,
and women. Consumer lifestyles and the demand for convenient, portble on-the-go foods has '
also changed dramatically over the past few years. Food companes are responding to those new
trends to identify and meet consumer demands, and they have greater knowledge about how
consumers view and use food and beverage products. The knowledge and data ITom the
marketplace demonstrate clearly that these are food products, not beverages, and should be
classified as such.

B. Yogurt Smoothies Are Fundamentally Diferent Than Fluid Milk

As noted above, USDA _has examned a varety of factors over the year to assess if products
should be included in the fluid milk product defintion, including but not limited to shelf life,
serving sizes, percentage of nonfat milk solids, packaging, and the loèation at which products are
processed and the area over which they are distrbuted. AMS has also looked at issues like
healthTequirements and price elasticity compared to fluid milk.

The record contains a wide varety of evidence that differentiates yogu smoothesÍÌom fluid
milk. For example,

. The products are produced bya few plants and shipped nationally across the countr,
unike fluid milk. .

. The process by which they ar produced is fudamentally different than fluid milk,

They have a much longer shelf life than fluid milk that has not been heat-treated.

9
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. Yogu smoothes have a different taste, textue, and flavor than fluid milk.

. They conta a varety of different ingredients than fluid milk, including at least 20
percent live and active cultues as well as ITit and other flavorings.

. They are generally sold in single serving containers, rather than bulk containers like fluid
milk, and are placed in the yogu casein supermarkets, not the milk cas.

. They can be manufaced with Grade B milk, and they are much more price sensitive
than fluid milk, with Danon testifying that the price elasticity for its products is 2 to 3
times as high as fluid mi products.

Whle supporters of the protein proposal mae general assertions regarding how milk proteins
offer the defig charcteristics for consumers, they offer no consumer evidence to support ths

assertion. Moreover, yogu manufactuers testified how each product is developed with unque
live and active cultues and ingredents, and how each product is tageted at paricular consuer
markets and trends, unlike fluid milk.42 In other words, neither the milk nor the milk protein are
the defining characteristic of yogu smoothies, and thus should not drive their classification.
Rather, yogu is the yogurt smoothie's characterizig ingredient.43 Ths charterition, along

with their status as yogur food products (which is amply and irefutably demonstrated in the
record), should drve the yogu smoothie's classification as Class II food products.

C. In Form and Use, Yogurt Smoothies Neither Compete With Nor Substitute For

Fluid Milk

Fundamentaly, AMS has used the fluid milk product definition to cover those products that
compete with or substitute for fluid milk. Products that are used for the same puroses as fluid
mi or that are competing for the same consumers as fluid milk have been determned to be
Class I product.

Both DF A and NMPF focus on substitutabilty of the low/no carb mil products in their effort to
ensure that it is classified as Class 1. Indeed, NMF recognzes that products that are "simlar in
form and use are the first candidates for substitution," and goes on to indicate that one would
examine sales patterns, sureys, how consumers use products, and what they replace them with,
in evaluating if products are substitutable and thus simlar in form anduse.44

The record contains a wide varety of data that demonstates that all yogurt smoothies, whether
Class! or Class II, are produced, marketed, and used by consumers as food products, not as
beverages, and thus should be excluded Îrom the fluid milk productdeffnition entirely. For
example~ pearly 80 percent ofconsmners of one General Mils smoothe would buy another

- - ._- _._---

43 See e.g. Id. at 678,824,828-829.

44 Record at 305~310.
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yogu product as an alternative to the smoothe. For a different smoothie product, less than 1
percent of consumers ìndicated that they would buy fluid milk instead of the smoothe. 45

Consumer data also demonstrates that consumers use yogu smoothe products as a base dish
that they eat on their own nearly 96 percent ofthe time. In contrast, milk is tyicaly consumed
as a complement to a meal, paricularly breakast or diner, whereas yogu smoothies are
commonly enjoyed as a snack.46

Danon's testimony and product experience is similar to General Mills. Danon testified that
over 95 percent of consumers buying one of its drinkable products were buying it in place of
other yogur purchases, and consumer sureys showed that only 1 percent of customers would
use the product instead of fluid milk. For another product, market research showed that 86
percent of consumers are buying it instead of other yogu products. In other words, consumers
are using Danon's drnkable products instead of other yogur products, not instead of 

fluid milk.

The fact tht drnkable yogus canbalize other yogur products is demonstrated by the fact that
the rate of growth in cup yogu consumption has declined since yogurt smoothes were
introduced. 

47

In contrast to ths extensive testimony and data regarding the use of yogurt smoothes as food
products, not as beverages, virally no evidence was introduced to support the NMPF statement
that yogu smoothies are "similar in fomm and use.. .to flavored milks, and they are presumably a
close market substitute" for flavored milks.48 There is no evidence that consumers buy yogu
smoothies intead of milk, and no evidence to support any clai that consumers use yogu
smoothies for the sae puroses as milk. There is nothg in the rerd to demonstrate that

yogu smoothies impact fluid milk sales; rather, the only evidence in the record demonstrates
that they compete with and impact the sales of other yogu products.

In addition to its presumption that yogu smoothies ar similar in form and use to flavored
milks, NMPF also implies that the nutrtional profies of yogu and fluid milk are relevant to the
product classification.49 Ths notion is without merit, and is not supported by any of the

proposals that are the subject of ths hearg.

The nutritional value of many dai products is similar because they are all denved ITom milk.
Moreover, yogu smoothes are fudamentally different. The record contains a varety 

of
specific evidence regarding the production and manufactug of 

yogu smoothes that detals
how milk is femmented into live and active cultues and how yogu smoothes are fommulated
with different combinations of ingredients, textues, and flavors to meet various consumer

45 See gener:iy Id at 739-748.

.4fId.-

47 See generaly 647-690.

48 Id. at 183.
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markets. Ths entie process adds value to the milk and fudamentally transforms it into a yogu
product that is used by consumers as food, not as a beverage. 

so Nourche, for example, has a

nutrtional profile that is substatially different than fluid milk.

Theoretcal or speculative allegations canot be used to disregard the actu evidence in the
reord. Any attempt to simply dismiss ths evidence and assert that yogu contag products
should be Class I simply because they are drinable instead of spoonable, as USDA did in the
early 1990s, or that they have a nutrent profile simlar to fluid milk, plainly contradicts
substatial evidence in the recrd and would not withd judicial challenge.

VI. Any Protein Standard Should Not Modif Current Product Classifications

Proponents of the protein proposal attempt to characterize it as a mere accountig change.
However, Proposal 7 is not a mere conversion ftom a nonfat milk solids stadard to a protein
stadard. Rather, it constitutes a fudamental revision of 

the curent stadads that would move
, products ITom Class II to Class I.

Curently, whey is excluded from the calculation as to whether a product meets the 6.5 percent
nonfat milk solids standard. Proposal 7, however, would include whey, in all of its forms, in
determg if a product exceeds the proposed protein level of 2.25 percent. Thus, it is clear that
Proposal 7 would expand the scope of the fluid mil product defition by including whey in the

protein calculation.

The inclusion of whey would lead to the substitution of whey by non-dai proteins. Whey is
used as a protein supplement and does not contain all the nutrent levels of nonfat dry milk. The
inclusion of whey in the protein calculation, even if the whey itself is not upcharged, wil lead
manufactuers to seek out alternative non-dai protein sources.

The record demonstrates that yogu smoothies are highy sensitive to changes in price, much
more sensitive than fluid mi, and movig a product ITom Class II to Class I wil result in
increased manufactug costs. Both yogurt manufactuers and whey producers testified that
increasing the costs of production, or even increasing the risks that products using whey may be
classified as Class I, win lead manufactuers to look for other ways to reduce costs, such as by
using non-dairy ingredients, or by stopping production ofless profitable products altogether,
both of which will reduce demand for dairy ingredients and hur dair producers.

As we testified, General Mills wants to continue to use dairy products and to work in parership
with producers to "unock the power of dai due to its nutrtionaldensity."si However,

proponents of Proposa 7 appe to believe that all dai proteins have .such unque fuctionality

and characteristics that manufacturer have noaltemative but to use them, no matter whatthe
.."; t-- ,1" -' "- - 1, - ... "'.C.l~ - _c' '.rr:.~_-1_-_1.!;"..~""--~~.Lt...""-...,~-.,.r'--";".. i.~r ':-1.;", ...on...... -_.. ..a.n1~+"i:-cos or-iiowcompiexine reguianon. _lmsJJl¡)l~li:s .l.lGGllçi~~lJF\\iLvl1I,Y - Lii,I;l-"''''yI~ul1~lnl,-~lL'y,
which de1lonstratesthat there are viable alternatives on the market today and more being'
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developed all the time by competitive protein sources. Changig the term or application of the
curent nonfat milk solids exception by including whey in the protein calculation wi
undoubtedly lead to a reduction in the use of whey, or the elimation of products that use whey
altogether.

Therefore, if AMS is inclined to adopt a protein standad, then AMS should do so in a manr
that maitains the curent scope and application of the curent nonfat mi solids exception to the
fluid milk product defintion. There is inuffcient evidence in the record to justify
modifcations to the existig standard, which has been in effect for over 30 years. Proponents

and AMS bear a heavy burden to chage such a longstading regulatory provision, and the
record lacks any substatial evidence that there is a problem with the curent defintion, or that
Proposal 7 would in fact fix such a problem.

,

The curent fluid milk product defintion excludes whey, and such exclusion should be

maintained if AMS moves to adopt a protein stadad. Thus, General Mils proposes that

products that meet a 2.2 percent protein stadard, excludig whey, and include at leaat 20 percent
yogur, should be excluded ITom the fluid milk product defition. If AMS includes whey in the

protein stadard, even if the whey is not up charged, AMS should set the stadard at 2.8 percent,
which reflects the protein levels of milk which meet the stadard of identify for milk, and
contain an exclusion for products that meet the protein stadard and contain the requisite amount
of yogu.

VII. Conclusion

Supporters of Proposal 7 intiated this hearg because of concern that low/no carb milk was
being manufactued and could potentially be sold at Class II prices in alleged direct competition
with fluid milk. Whle General Mills does not profess an opinon on the alleged competition
between the products, we WQuld point out that producers could have just as easily proposed to
include the low/no carb product as a category with the fluid milk product definition. Rather

than do so, they proposed two fudamental, interrelated changes to the fluid milk product
defintion that has existed for over 30 years, by moving .ITom a 6.5 percent nonfat milk solids
exclusion to aprotein stadard, and by including whey in the protein calculation.

As demonstrated above; the record is replete with unclear, inconsistent, and contrdictory
statements regarding the need for Proposal 7 and how it would in fact be applied to the wide
varety of proteins and products on the maket. It is plaiy neither a well-developed nor well-

defended proposal, and USDA would be hard-pressed tojustify changig such a long-standing
pr()vision onthe reasoning and data containêd in this record.

Howeve,J;,there is cIearand compelling evidence in the record establishig that yogu smoothhes

u8f~Jogaprod~£tsthat should 
be c1~."~gied ~Q C!m~sJ!.- -Th~~!~virh~::llY no evidence inthe

record that contradicts the testimony and data in support of ths position. -, . '
Un,ike supporters.ofProposal 7, General Mils Uldestadsthatmodifyg the fluid mi 

product
de::tioniases a hostofcomplex issues forAMS and for the industry asa whole. Thus,we
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continue to support maitainig the statu quo, which we believe is working effectively.
However, if AMS believes it must tae action, the only substtial evidence in the record is

overwheImingly in support of classifying all yogu smoothes as Class II.

Given such a longstading provision, AMS should be cognzant that any changes to the fluid
milk product defition or the application thereof may have market and commercial impacts, and
AMS should therefore provide for an appropriately delayed effective date to allow for a smooth
trnsition to and implementation of he new regie. In addition, AMS should provide for a
production varance similar to that provided for under Federal nutritional labeling, to account for
normal production varances while maintag the integrty of the underlying stadard.

Than you for the opportty to paricipate in this matter.
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